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Dear Hiring Manager,
I am applying for an Analytics position at Riot because it matches my current experience and gives me
room to learn and grow. I have been an avid gamer all my life and working at Riot would bring together
my passion for Gaming as well as my Analytical skillset.
Alpha Strike – My current role is a mix of a Product, Project & Analytics Manager. Master Yi
teaches us that it is important to work on multiple things at once. I am quite familiar with
wearing multiple hats and dealing with global stakeholders, from a Developer to a CISO.
Focus – When working on Analytics, I am looking at large datasets and it is Focus that helps
put all the pieces together. Ashe tells us that we need to spend time and mana on a
particular problem. This is what helps achieve a critical strike and leads to a solution.
Judgment – Looking at numbers is all about Judgment. Garen shows that one can spin
around looking at a number of solutions, but Persevering through the problem, Judging
which numbers are correct and then taking a Decisive Strike is what matters the most.
Upgrade!!! – I love working with Technology and am a Techie at heart. Heimerdinger points
out that sometimes one needs to upgrade our basic abilities to achieve a truly empowered
skillset. This is what we get when we mix my profile with the work I will do at Riot.
So I may have the requisite skills for the job. But will you enjoy working with me?
•

•

I am a Geek and read about the latest happenings in the tech / gaming world on a daily basis,
whether it be about DIY hacks for my Google Glass, waiting for my new MYO and CST-01 from
Kickstarter or playing League of Legends / Diablo 3 while streaming live games on the side.
I run my own blog called GeeksMirage.com where I write about everything, from Tech to Gaming
and from Music to Game of Thrones. I am also very active in the NYC Tech & Gaming Meetup
community. What else do I enjoy doing? See my favorite things below:

I look forward to speaking with you about working with the Riot team.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Regards,
Vikrant (Vik) Agarwal

